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Brand &serve
Kit

A deep dive journey into who you are called to be and 
who you are called to serve!
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Foundation is everything!
I have been in business and entrepreneurship over 10 years and I winged it majority of the way. It was 
literally like building a house with no foundation, walls, just a roof standing on sand. I wouldn't live in a 
house like that and neither would you. Getting distracted by so many coaches, post, and opinions of 
what the thing to do regarding business can also present gaps in the way we do business. A couple years 
back I began praying and seeking God regarding purpose, entrepreneurship, marriage, and family. He 
gave me divine strategy! The biggest thing I received was how to teach people to no longer be cookie
cutter in their life and business, but to be authentically them the way God called them to be so they 
could serve who they are called to serve. Let's dive into who you are in your brand and who you are 
called to serve. 

What is your brand's core values & beliefs? 

What problem does your brand solve?

What is your brand promise &  mission/pitch statement? (Your audiences end result after 
working with you)

Why would your audience choose your brand over other brands in your industry? 

What words would you use to describe your business and how can you convey 
those to your audience? 
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What are 10 keywords that would cultivate your brand language?

What 5 words describe your brand's tone?

You have your keywords but now it's time to take these keywords and make them tangible. You are 
called to serve, yet when you serve set yourself apart by serving an experience of excellence. 

How does your brand feel? i.e. like warm sun kissing your skin

How does your brand sound? i.e. like ocean waves crashing on the shore in the distance

How does your brand taste? i.e. like sea salt caramel

How does your brand smell? i.e. like salty ocean air

Where do YOU shine & what does that look like in your brand? i.e. speaking, teaching, in front 
of a camera, audible, visual, one on one, small group, live
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You see how the experience dive speaks to your keywords and now makes your brand more tangible. 
You can see, taste, feel, and smell it. You should have been able to see color as well and be sure your 
colors are speaking the tone and experience of your brand. Use https://coschedule.com/blog/color- 
psychology-marketing/ - to align your brand/logo colors.  Let's begin to dive into and build the profile 
for who is called to the experience and the brand that is YOU. Many people do a target market. When 
you do a target market you talk to a group not to the one. When you talk to the one, you get them and 
their friends. As you build this profile build it with your IDEAL client in mind. 

Name ...................................................................................................

Age .......................................................................................................

Gender .................................................................................................

Marital status .........................................................................................................................

Occupation & Income ...........................................................................................................

Education Level ......................................................................................................................

Current Season | Struggles of Life .......................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................

Responsibilities ......................................................................................................................

Highest Priorities ...................................................................................................................

Interest ....................................................................................................................................

Goals .........................................................................................................................................

https://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/
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What is keeping them from their goals ...............................................................................

Value You Bring (their outcome) ..........................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

Objection to what you offer ..................................................................................................

How Do You Do YOU (your signature system) ..................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

Now that you are clear on what and who you serve begin to bring it together with all that is your past, 
present, and purpose to give those who are called to YOU to truly have an opportunity to invest in what 
you serve. They are waiting on the real you to show up and speak directly to them 

I pray this guide allowed you to really put all that God has in you into your brand. YOU ARE A BRAND, a 
God idea. The avatar profile you just built and named is waiting on you!  

Need more help with a specific strategy?!? 

Synergy Shift is just for you. It would be an honor to serve you even more. 

http://www.lesliedanielle.com/synergyshift/

http://www.lesliedanielle.com/synergyshift/
http://www.lesliedanielle.com/synergyshift/

